
Swashbuckler Build Manual

Thanks for purchasing a Swashbuckler! This project is designed for beginners and is easy to
solder up, and fun to play. The Swashbuckler is a miniature electronic instrument that produces

noisy noises through simple binary logic. It has four square wave oscillators that each have some
kind of frequency control. Two of these oscillators use a really basic logic argument (Not And) to
modulate the other two - I will let you read up on basic computer logic if you want to!! The board

has sensors that react to light and touch, the combination of all the Swashbuckler ingredients
produces a binary rainbow of sonics! Please read through the document before you start your build

to avoid making a mistake - I hope you enjoy your instrument!



Identify the Kit Contents:

Before you start building, take everything out the kit and put the parts in something like a bowl so 
you don’t lose any. Take a moment to identify the individual parts:

Board:

Where you solder the parts to, designed by me :)

Resistors:

There are 4 of these and 3 different values, if you mix them up, the board won’t work as intended 
so keep them in the card for now.

Ceramic Capacitor:

There is just one of these and it is pretty tiny, it is used as a passive low-pass filter on the sound 
and is optional, removing it will make the sound a bit more raw but will probably increase the 
volume as well, I recommend that you use it.



Electrolytic Capacitors:

There are four of these and they are identical, they are non-polar capacitors used for setting the 
frequency range of the four oscillators.

Light Dependent Resistors:

Or LDR. These are, as the name suggests, light sensitive controls - the eyes of the Swashbuckler! 
There are two of these and they are the same.

Electrodes:

These are similar to the metal plates used on the electric chair to fry the delinquents of society. 
A.K.A body contacts to circuit benders – OK THEY ARE BRASS PINS. There are two of these.



Light Emitting Diode 

Or LED. A simple little blinker. This component has a polarity, which means it is important that you 
solder it the right way round!

Potentiometer:

There are three of these and one of them is different, make sure you check them for the difference!

IC Socket:

For slotting in an IC, note that it has a small indent that indicates the orientation



CMOS 4093 Quad NAND Gate:

This is the logic brain of the Swashbuckler, like the socket it has a small indent that indicates the 
orientation of the IC.

Mini-Jack Socket:

For connecting your Swashbuckler to your sound system, this is a headphones out and does 
require a stereo jack plug. 

Battery Holder:

Does exactly what is says on the tin, there are also some adhesive tabs in the bag for securing it. 



Soldering Tutorial:

If you are new to soldering, please follow the following guide for best results:

You should first gather all your tools. It is possible to build the Swashbuckler with just a soldering 
iron, solder and some wire clippers, but I recommend that you also have a pair of angled nose 
pliers for bending wires, a handy tool or something for securing the project as you are soldering 
and finally a magnifying glass to check your soldering joints.

Wet your soldering sponge, it should be suitably damp but not soaked, you also don’t want it to be 
dry! - drastic changes in temperature can mess up the elements in the tip of the soldering iron, so 
when you wipe it, you should do so quickly. Pro Tip: dip your sponge in a cup of black tea, the 
acidity of the tea will help keep your tip clean! 

It is important that your soldering iron is nice and shiny at the tip, and very important that the actual 
edge of the tip is shiny. When the iron is hot, solder should stick to it and not roll off. What to do if 
your tip isn’t shiny: The flux in solder actually has a cleaning property to it, so you should try 
applying solder to the tip and wiping it away a couple of times to see if that helps. If you are really 
getting nowhere then as a last resort you can carefully file the tip of the iron, but you shouldn’t 
need to do this more than once! I have a cheap Antex soldering iron that I have been using for 
years and I have never had to file the tip! OK, here we go:

1. First bend the legs of the component into shape, use a pair of micro nose pliers if you have
them, and slot the component into place on the board.



2. Use a piece of blue-tac to secure the component in place so it won’t wiggle around.

3. Make sure the legs are pointing straight up on the other side of the board.



4. Bring in the soldering iron and apply heat to both the leg of the component and the metal pad on
the circuit board, hold it for a second then bring in the solder and apply it to the joint. You don’t

need much.

5. Wipe away any excess solder on the iron into the hole in the centre of the sponge. 

If you have made a good join then you should see that solder has flowed through the hole on the
top side of the board. If not, try melting the solder at the joint again.



6. Use the wire clippers to cut away the leg of the component and you are done with that joint. 

OK, Great! Let’s get down to business…



Building the Swashbuckler:

Normally, the best way to solder up a PCB project is to start with the smallest/lowest components 
and work your way up. That is what I recommend you do with the Swashbuckler. If this is your first 
project, take your time and you will be fine, it is a good idea to leave a tiny gap (really tiny, like 
under 1mm) between the components and the PCB rather than pressing them tightly so they are 
kissing, some components naturally have some space between the base and the board. 

1. Start with the four resistors, solder them one at a time and pay attention to the different values.
The values go as follows:

R1 = 10K
R2 = 10K

R3 = 1Meg 
R4 = 470

2. Next Solder the single ceramic capacitor into position C5



3. Now solder the two LDRs into place

4. Next up is the two brass pins, make sure they are not touching each other! The idea is to bridge
the two with your finger, to make the circuit, so the connection is normally broken.

Please note – I cut the brass pins to be shorter using some heavy duty clippers, if you try to
shorten them with miniature wire clippers, chances are they won't be strong enough and

the clippers will dent and become unusable! Use a strong pair of pliers if you want/need to
shorten them more.



5. Next, solder the four electrolytic capacitors into place, electrolytic capacitors normally have a
polarity, but these ones don't, so ignore the + marker on the circuit board (a small mistake on my

part!), it doesn't matter which way they go:

6. Now solder the LED into place. This component does have polarity: The longer leg indicates the
positive side and the shorter leg and flat edge on the LED indicates the negative side. On the

circuit board, the flat edge on the silk screen design indicates the negative side, check the image
for the LED position:



7. Next, solder the IC socket. This is a little bit more tricky as there are 14 legs to solder that are
fairly close together, take your time and check your work afterwards. There is a notch in the IC

socket that needs to be lined up with the notch in the silk screen. This is for the orientation of the
IC. When you have soldered the socket, do not insert the chip - we do this later on.

8. Next, solder in the headphone jack socket:



9. Now solder in the first potentiometer, notice that one is different from the others – we have a
100K and two 10Ks, check the components so you can identify which is which, then solder the

100K into place on the left:

10. Now solder the two 10K potentiometers into place:



11. Next, solder the switch into place, it doesn't matter which way round you solder it:

12. Now onto the battery holder, there is a couple of things to do here, the battery holder is
provided with leads that have been stripped already. You need to twist and tin these leads before

soldering them to the board. First twist each lead with your fingers:



Then use the soldering iron to melt some solder into the twist, this is called tinning:

Finally, you can solder the battery compartment into place on the board:

You can use the adhesive pad provided in the kit to secure the opposite end of the compartment to
the PCB, I actually used blue-tac in this build and whilst this may seem a bit tacky (pardon the

deliberate pun), mine hasn't moved at all and I haven't thought about it since.



13. Now add the 4093 IC to the socket, notice that the IC has an indent one end (may also have a
circle indent at the other end – which can be seen below - I am referring to the indent that looks

like a little chip on the edge, don't get them mixed up!), if you soldered the IC socket the right way
round then this indent needs to be oriented the same way. The legs of the IC are probably

protruding too wide to fit into the socket easily so you may need to gently bend them into shape, I
recommend that you use a pair of micro nose pliers to do this.

If you get it the wrong way round, the circuit simply won't work, and worst case scenario the chip
might be fried. (This isn't that bad a worst case scenario because the chip can be replaced for

under 20p!).

Now you are finished! Plug in a 9V battery and give it a whirl. You can listen to the Swashbuckler 
directly using a pair of headphones, otherwise try plugging it into a mixer using a stereo lead.

I hope you enjoy the Swashbuckler and take something away having the experience of building the
project. If you would like to send me any feedback, please send a message to

aidanrtaylor@googlemail.com

mailto:aidanrtaylor@googlemail.com

